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A B S T R A C T

In this paper we present a new technique of enforcing Essential Boundary Conditions (EBC) in Meshless
Methods (MMs) based on the Element Free Galerkin (EFG) principles. Imposing EBC is a fundamental issue in
MMs. The imposition of prescribed displacement values on the boundary in MMs based on approximating
shape functions is not as straightforward as in the Finite Element Method (FEM) because the meshless shape
functions are generally not interpolating at nodes. Furthermore, many techniques of enforcing EBC are not
compatible with explicit time integration schemes. This paper describes a new method of imposing EBC in EFG
based MMs suitable for explicit time integration, named Essential Boundary Conditions Imposition in Explicit
Meshless (EBCIEM). The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated using both 2D and 3D
numerical examples.

1. Introduction

Meshless Methods (MMs) [1,2] have evolved over the years as an
alternative approach which addresses some of the shortcomings of the
Finite Element Method (FEM). MMs use only a set of scattered nodes
in the problem domain and on its boundary to discretize the problem
space. Therefore, the need for creating a complex predefined mesh is
eliminated in MMs. Furthermore, MMs are suitable for many applica-
tions involving large deformations where traditional FEM have diffi-
culties in obtaining a solution due to element distortion.

However, despite rapid progress in the development of MMs in
recent years, some aspects still require further research; one such
aspect is the imposition of Essential Boundary Conditions (EBC) in the
Element Free Galerkin (EFG) meshless methods [3]. The difficulty in
imposing EBC in MMs arises from the properties of the MMs shape
functions. Shape functions are necessary to approximate the unknown
field functions and to find the approximate solution to a problem
governed by given differential equations and boundary conditions.
Using the shape functions, the values of the field variable computed at
the discretisation nodes are used to approximate the values at non-
nodal points using interpolation. In FEM, the shape functions are
interpolating and the values of the field variables are explicitly
calculated at nodes; therefore, prescribing the required values to the

field variables corresponding to the essential boundary nodes is
sufficient to enforce EBC. However, in MMs, the shape functions are
created with overlapping support domains and in many cases are not
interpolating at nodes; prescribing values to the field variables
corresponding to the essential boundary nodes is not sufficient to
enforce the desired nodal displacements at these nodes [2]. For
example, the Moving Least Squares (MLS) [4,5] shape functions have
been used predominantly in EFG based MMs due to the smoothness,
continuity and consistency of the approximation field they create.
However, the shape function associated with a node generally does not
vanish at all the other nodes. MLS shape functions are non-polynomial,
non-interpolating rational functions and imposing essential boundary
conditions is not as trivial as in the case of FEM.

Many techniques have been developed over the years to overcome
the difficulties associated with the imposition of EBC in MMs [1,6,7].
These methods can be broadly categorized into two main groups:
methods based on the modification of the weak form, and methods
based on modified shape functions.

The general approach of the first methods group is to change the
variational or weighted residual formulation of the problem. Among
these approaches, the Lagrange multiplier and the Penalty methods are
found to be most widely used. For example, Belytschko et al. [3] uses
the Lagrange multiplier method by altering the variational problem
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formulation to enforce EBC. This method introduces additional un-
knowns, called Lagrange multipliers, to the Galerkin weak form. As the
trial functions do not satisfy the essential boundary conditions, these
are imposed using the Lagrange multipliers. Similarly, in case of the
Penalty method [8], a penalty formulation is devised in order to
account for the EBC in the standard principle of minimum potential
energy. The penalty formulation results into a diagonal matrix of
penalty factors which are generally scalar parameters and, typically,
require large values in order to enforce EBC effectively.

The second group of methods manages essential boundary condi-
tion imposition by modifying the shape functions into (almost)
interpolating shape functions; therefore, EBC can be imposed in the
same way as for FEM. For example, the use of singular weight functions
[5] and regularized weight functions [9] to enforce almost interpolating
properties of shape functions at nodes have been presented in earlier
research. The modification of the shape functions can also be done by
blending them with finite element shape functions on the essential
boundary [10–13]. In this case, a layer of finite elements along the
essential boundaries is created and the shape functions of the finite
elements are combined with the shape functions of the meshless
method by using ramp functions [1].

Most of these aforementioned methods have their applicability
limited only to implicit solution methods, which require solutions to
large systems of algebraic equations [14,15]. Nevertheless, due to their
low computational cost and straightforward treatment of non-linear-
ities [15], explicit methods have become the preferred choice for many
problems which involves large deformations and large strains with
geometric and material non-linearities [16–18]. The Meshless Total
Lagrangian Explicit Dynamics (MTLED) [19] is one of such methods
which has already been established as a robust and efficient method in
solving soft tissue large deformations problems [20,21]. However,
traditional methods of imposing EBC are not applicable in MTLED
or exhibits serious drawbacks, as explained in the following section.
Therefore, imposing EBC in MMs for explicit time integration solution
methods presents itself as a challenge.

This paper proposes a new approach of enforcing the essential
boundary conditions in EFG based MTLED framework. We call this
new method Essential Boundary Conditions Imposition in Explicit
Meshless (EBCIEM). The paper is organized as follows: the motivation
of EBCIEM in the context of explicit integration for elasticity problems
is discussed in the next Section; the methodology of EBCIEM is
presented in Section 3; numerical examples are presented in Section
4; followed by discussion and conclusions in Section 5.

2. Explicit time integration and EBC

In this section we identify the shortcomings of existing methods of
imposing EBC in the context of explicit time integration for elasticity
problems.

Explicit time integration is a direct time integration method for the
equations of dynamics where nodal accelerations are found directly
without any iterations and then integrated to obtain the displacements
[14,15]. There is no need to assemble a global stiffness matrix. An
explicit time integration scheme (i.e. central difference method) leads
to a system of equations which is decoupled by using a diagonal mass
matrix. The methods of imposing EBC by modifying the weak form (the
Lagrange multiplier and Penalty methods) introduce additional un-
knowns in the weak form, leading to a system of equations that cannot
be decoupled and, therefore, cannot be solved efficiently using explicit
time integration.

The coupled Finite Element and meshless approach is the most
efficient and accurate method for imposing essential boundary condi-
tions when using explicit time integration [10–13]. However, this
requires the creation of a finite element layer along the essential
boundary, which is one of the problems that the use of MMs tries to
eliminate.

The EBC can also be directly imposed in MMs by modifying the
meshless shape functions to make them almost interpolating at nodes.
However, this approach of imposing EBC can produce difficulties in the
context of explicit time integration. Explicit time integration is only
conditionally stable and a restriction on the time step needs to be
enforced in order to obtain stable simulation results; it requires an
estimation of the maximum stable time step that can be used [14].
According to Joldes et al. [22], the stable critical time step for central
difference integration, when mass lumping is used, can be estimated as:
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where ωmax is the maximum frequency of free vibration and λmax is the
maximum eigenvalue of the stiffness matrix. The bound for the
maximum eigenvalue at an integration point I is given by:
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where NI is the number of nodes associated with the integration point
I, ρ is the material density, λ and μ are the Lame parameters, c is the
dilatational wave speed, and B is the matrix of shape function
derivatives (SFD).

As can be seen from Eqs. (1) and (2), the stable critical time step is
heavily influenced by the values of SFD. If two discretization nodes are
too close to each other, the value of the SFD increases as the slope of
the shape function becomes very steep, as shown in Fig. 1. This affects
the estimated stable critical time-step leading to a very small value,
which results in a large number of steps in the simulation and reduces
the computational efficiency.

3. Derivation of the essential boundary conditions
imposition in explicit meshless (EBCIEM) method

We start our derivation from the global system of discretized
damped equation of motion [17,19]:

M u F F F¨ + + =t
damp

t
int

t
ext

t
(3)

where u is the vector of nodal displacements, M is the mass matrix, Fint
t

is the global nodal reaction force vector, Fdamp
t is the damping force and

Fext
t is the vector of externally applied force at time t . For simplicity, the

Fig. 1. Comparison between classical MLS shape functions and almost interpolating
MLS shape functions for 3 nodes in the domain.
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method is derived in 2D. We use the notations from Bathe [14].
We consider that the externally applied force can be subdivided into

two parts:

F F F= +ext
t

ne
t

e
t (4)

where Fe
t is the force that is externally applied only on the essential

boundary and Fne
t is the force that is applied on the non-essential

boundary. Replacing Eq. (4) in Eq. (3) and rearranging we obtain:

M u F F F F¨ + = ( − ) +t
damp

t
ne

t
int

t
e

t
(5)

The damping force is defined as a mass proportional damping to
enable the decoupling of equations for explicit time integration and
efficient convergence to the steady state solution [23]. This force can be
defined as cF M u= ̇damp

t t , where c is the damping coefficient; Eq. (5)
therefore becomes:

cM u M u F F F¨ + ̇ = ( − ) +t t
ne

t
int

t
e

t (6)

In EFG based MMs Fe
t is calculated as:

∫ Ts s dF Φ= ( ) ( ) Γe
t t t

e

Γe (7)

where sΦ( ) are the meshless shape functions, s is the arc-length along
the essential boundary and T is the distributed force on the essential
boundary. We define T s( )t as an interpolation of the values of the
distributed force at the essential boundary nodes:

∑T s N s T( ) = ( )t
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k

e
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e
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where N s( )are the shape functions used for interpolation and ne is the
number of essential boundary nodes. The number of elements in the
vector Te corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom constrained
on the essential boundary, as shown in Fig. 2.

Replacing Eq. (8) in Eq. (7) we obtain:
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Eq. (9) needs to be integrated numerically. If we use Gaussian
quadrature over the essential boundary, we obtain:
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where si and wiare the Gauss quadrature points and weights, respec-
tively, and ng is the total number of integration points along the
essential boundary segment. Eq. (10) can be written in matrix form as:
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Different types of shape functions (finite element, meshless) can be
used to interpolate the distributed force on the essential boundary.
Nevertheless, for meshless shape functions the support domains of the

nodes are difficult to define on curved boundaries and numerical
integration required above is, in general, more challenging. Therefore,
we use finite element shape functions in Eq. (8).

In order to solve the equation of motion, the following central
difference expressions are used for the temporal derivatives:

hu u u¨ = ( ̇ − ̇)/t t t+1/2 −1/2 (13)

hu u u̇ = ( − )/t t t−1/2 −1 (14)

and

hu u u̇ = ( − )/t t t+1/2 +1 (15)

where h is a fixed time increment, t represents the tth time increment
and the superimposed dot represents time derivative. The velocity at
time t is computed as:

u u u̇ = ( ̇ + ̇)/2t t t+1/2 −1/2 (16)

By substituting the above expressions for acceleration and velocity
in the equation of motion (6) and rearranging, we obtain:
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where α h ch= 2 /(2 + )2 and β ch ch= (2 − )/(2 + ). The above system of
equations is explicit as long as the mass matrix M is diagonal. The right
hand side of Eq. (17) can be identified as the predicted displacement u∼

when the load on the essential boundary is ignored:

β αu u u u M F F= + ( − )+ ( − )∼t t t t
ne

t
int

t+1 −1 −1 (18)

We augment the system of Eq. (17) with the equations for the
imposed displacements ut+1 , defined as the interpolation of the
displacement field variable at time t + 1:

u uΦ =tt t+1 +1 (19)

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (17) and combining with Eqs. (18)
and (19) we obtain the following system of equations:
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Because the number of displacement degrees of freedom on the
essential boundary is equal to the number of values in the vector
defining the distributed force on the essential boundary, the number of
equations in (20) is equal to the number of unknowns. Applying static
condensation to Eq. (20) to eliminate Te

t yields:

u u M V M V u u= + ( Φ ) ( − Φ )∼ ∼t t t t t t t t+1 +1 −1 −1 −1 +1 +1
(21)

Eq. (21) can be written as

u u u= +∼t t
correction

t+1 +1 +1 (22)

where

u P u Φ u= ( − )correction
t t t t t+1 +1 +1

(23)

with

P M V Φ M V= ( )t t t t−1 −1 −1
(24)

While the derivation of the method is relatively complicated, its
implementation is relatively straightforward, requiring just the follow-
ing steps:

1. Discretization of the essential boundary and assembly of matrix Vt

using Eq. (12);
2. Calculation of matrix Pt using Eq. (24);
3. Computation of the displacement correction using Eq. (23) and its

application using Eq. (22).

Fig. 2. Definition of the distributed force on the essential boundary.
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The procedure for enforcing EBC described above is especially
effective in the context of the Total Lagrangian formulation, as the
meshless shape functions, and therefore matrix Pt , are constant during
the time stepping procedure and can be precomputed; therefore steps 1
and 2 descried above are only required once. As can be seen from Eq.
(22), a displacement correction is added at every time step to the
displacement field, enforcing the EBS in a prediction-correction
fashion. The computation flowchart in the context of MTLED [19] is
as follows (the additional steps are marked with a +):

Pre-computation stage:

1. Load geometry and boundary conditions;
2. Create integration points;
3. For each integration point compute the shape functions sΦ( )and

their derivatives;
4. Compute the diagonal mass matrix M;
5. + Discretize the essential boundary and assembly of matrix Vt using

Eq. (12);
6. + Calculate matrix Pt using Eq. (24);
7. Initialise nodal displacement u 0 u 0= , =0 −1 ;

Time stepping:
In every time step t:

1. Loop through the integration points:

– Compute deformation gradient using nodal displacements from the
previous time step;

– Compute the stress using the material law;
– Compute local reaction forces;

2. Assemble global nodal reaction forces Fint
t using Gaussian quadra-

ture;
3. Compute predicted displacements using central difference formula

Eq. (18);
4. + Compute the displacement correction using Eq. (23) and apply it

using Eq. (22).

3.1. A simplified essential boundary conditions imposition in explicit
meshless (SEBCIEM)

The presented EBCIEM method involves the computation of
integrals on the essential boundary, and therefore requires a discreti-
zation of the boundary for numerical integration. We can obtain a
simplified version of the method if we lump the distributed force on the
essential boundary at the essential boundary nodes. In such a case, the
essential boundary force is considered to be acting only at the nodes,
and can be simplified to:

∑T s δ n T( ) = ( )t

k

n

k
t

e
k

=1

e

(25)

where δ is the Dirac Delta function [24]. Replacing Eq. (25) in Eq. (7)
we obtain the force on the essential boundary as:

∫ ∑ δ n dF Φ T= ( ) Γe
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e
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As, by definition [24],

∫ f s δ n d f n( ) ( ) Γ = ( )k e k
Γe (27)

we have:
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Eq. (28) can be written in matrix form as:

F V T= t
e

t t
e (29)

with

nV Φ= ( )jk
t

j
t

k (30)

As can be seen from Eq. (28), it is no longer necessary to define
additional quadrature points along the essential boundary to evaluate
Fe

t . The procedure to obtain the matrix P and displacement correction
ucorrection is the same as presented in the previous section.

Fig. 3. 2D soft tissue geometry. Dimensions are in centimetres. Total nodes: n =57;
Essential boundary nodes, ne=10 (5 fixed nodes and 5 displaced nodes). 3-point Gauss
quadrature was used on each essential boundary segment in the evaluation of Eq. (10).

Fig. 4. Non-zero elements of a) Assembled Vt matrix; b) Precomputed constant matrix
Pt .

Fig. 5. Extension of Soft Tissue Sample in 2D by using EBCIEM to impose EBC:
deformed configuration. Dimensions are in centimetres.
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4. Numerical examples

We present four cases of biomechanics applications to test the
performance of EBCIEM and SEBCIEM. The simulation examples
presented in the following sub-sections are using the Meshless Total

Table 1
Positions of essential boundary nodes for the soft-tissue extension in 2D. The numbers reported in the table are shown for 4th significant digit, but the EBC are imposed by EBCIEM
exactly to machine precision (~10−15).

Essential Boundary
Nodes

Node ID Final Nodal Displacements
(EBCIEM) (cm)

Final Nodal Displacements
(Correction Method) (cm)

Average Difference
(cm)

Maximum Difference
(cm)

x Y x y

Fixed 1 0.0000 4.0000 0.0003 3.9769 0.01394 0.02315
2 0.0000 3.0000 −0.0089 2.9960
3 0.0000 2.0000 −0.0039 2.0000
4 0.0000 1.0000 −0.0089 1.0040
5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0231

Displaced 15 13.0000 0.0000 12.9997 0.0231
16 13.0000 1.0000 13.0089 1.0040
17 13.0000 2.0000 13.0039 2.0000
18 13.0000 3.0000 13.0089 2.9960
19 13.0000 4.0000 12.9997 3.9769

Fig. 6. Compression test of a cylinder with the material properties of soft-tissue: a) undeformed configuration; b) deformed configuration.

Fig. 7. Triangulated essential boundary surface (shown for fixed nodes only). 3-point
Gauss quadrature used for each triangle.

Fig. 8. Non-zero elements of a) Assembled Vt matrix; b) Precomputed constant matrix
Pt .
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Lagrangian Explicit Dynamics (MTLED) solution method [17,19]. The
adoption of the Total Lagrangian (TL) formulation allows pre-compu-
tation of all derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates and the
explicit time integration based on the central difference method
eliminates the necessity for iterations during each time-step when
geometric or material nonlinearities are present. MTLED is based on
an EFG discretisation method and uses a background grid for
numerical integration.

If the shape functions are considered to be almost interpolating, EBC
can be imposed just as in FEM, by allocating the prescribed values to the
displacement field variables (we will call this the correction method). In
Sections 4.1–4.3, simulation results obtained by using the proposed
methods for imposing EBC are compared with the results obtained using
the correction method; this allows us to determine how large are the
errors in imposing EBC in the case of using the simple correction method
and to justify the need for the proposed methods. In Section 4.4, the
EBCIEM and SEBCIEM results are compared with the results obtained by
the commercial finite element software ABAQUS. In order to ensure fast
convergence of the explicit time integration method towards the steady
state solution, we use dynamic relaxation [23,25].

Numerical integration is required in EBCIEM on the essential
boundary to compute the forces, as shown in Eq. (10), with Gaussian
integration the method of choice. As MLS shape functions are not
polynomials, computing integrals which involve such functions is very
challenging. Increasing the number of integration points does not
always reduce the integration error; more complex schemes, such as
adaptive integration based on domain subdivision [26], can reduce the
integration error to any desired level. Nevertheless, a trade-off must be
found between the number of Gauss points used and the computational
cost of integration. We used 3 integration points for each discretizing
segment in 2D and 3 integration points over each discretizing triangle
in 3D. While this ensures exact integration for polynomials of degree 5
in 2D and of degree 2 in 3D, the computation of the integrals on the
essential boundary is not exact. While this does not affect the
imposition of displacements on the essential boundaries, which are
always exactly imposed, it does affect the solution on the rest of the
domain. Therefore, the solution errors are computed over the entire
domain in some of the following examples, in order to capture the
effect of the integration errors.

Fig. 9. Compression of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D: a) Differences of the computed deformation field between EBCIEM and correction method; b) histogram of differences; c) average
and maximum differences. All dimensions are in millimetres.

Fig. 10. Compression of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D: a) Differences of the computed deformation field between SEBCIEM and correction method; b) histogram of differences; c) average
and maximum differences. All dimensions are in millimetres.
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4.1. Extension of a Soft Tissue Sample in 2D

We use this simple example to demonstrate the composition of
matrices Vt and Pt , as well as to show that the proposed method
(EBCIEM) imposes EBC exactly.

For the meshless computation, a 2D geometry (10 cm×4 cm) is
created and the domain and boundary are discretised using 57 nodes.
Displacement loading (3 cm) is applied to the nodes on the right hand
side boundary (5 nodes) and the left boundary nodes are fixed (5
nodes). In order to evaluate Eqs. (10), 1-D interpolating finite element
shape functions are used along the essential boundary and a 3-point
Gauss quadrature is used on each essential boundary segment to
integrate the applied traction force, as shown in Fig. 3. The composi-
tion of the sparse constant matrix Pt described by Eq. (24) is shown in
Fig. 4.b. Multiplications of this constant matrix with the difference
between the imposed and predicted displacements are the only
additional computations needed at each time-step.

To ensure integration accuracy, a regular background grid is used
consisting of 1000 integration cells with one integration point per cell.
The Moving Least Squares (MLS) with quartic spline weight function is

Fig. 11. Compression of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D: a) Differences of the computed deformation field between EBCIEM and SEBCIEM; b) histogram of differences; c) average and
maximum differences. All dimensions are in millimetres.

Table 2
Compression of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D: Comparison of average and maximum
differences of the final positions of the essential boundary nodes obtained using
EBCIEM, SEBCIEM and the correction method.

EB Nodes Methods Average Maximum
Difference
(mm)

Difference (mm)

Fixed Nodes EBCIEM and
Correction Method

0.27056 0.74101

SEBCIEM and
Correction Method

0.27056 0.74101

EBCIEM and
SEBCIEM

1.5138×10−14 6.8982×10−14

Displaced
Nodes

EBCIEM and
Correction Method

0.27607 0.81965

SEBCIEM and
Correction Method

0.27607 0.81965

EBCIEM and
SEBCIEM

8.4023×10−14 2.3972×10−13

Fig. 12. Extension of a cylinder: a) undeformed configuration; b) deformed configuration.
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used to approximate the unknown displacement field. For each node,
the radius of the influence domain is configured as constant, R =2.2. An
hyper-elastic Neo-Hookean material model is chosen to capture the
behaviour of soft tissues undergoing large deformation [23,27], with
the strain energy potential given by:

U
μ

I
k

J=
2

( −1) +
2

( −1)0
1

0 2
(31)

where μ0 is the initial shear modulus, k0 is the bulk modulus and I1 and
J are the first and the third strain invariants.

The simulation results and numerical details are presented in Fig. 5
and Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, EBCIEM imposes the essential
boundary conditions exactly as prescribed; this is expected, because
the equations defining the EBC values are added to the system of
equations describing the time integration. Because the only additional
cost in imposing the essential boundary conditions consists of comput-
ing the displacement correction using Eq. (23), the increase in
computation time due to the use of EBCIEM is less than 5% for this
problem.

4.2. Compression of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D

In this example we demonstrate the application of EBCIEM in 3D,
and evaluate the effects of the simplification introduced in SEBCIEM by
lumping the distributed surface forces at the nodes.

We simulate the deformation of a cylinder having the material
properties of a soft tissue. The cylinder used in the experiments, shown

in Fig. 6.a, has a height of 0.1 m and radius of 0.05 m. One face (z=0 m)
of the cylinder is rigidly constrained while the opposite face (z=0.1 m)
is displaced. A maximum compressive displacement loading of 0.02 m
is applied smoothly. An hyper-elastic Neo-Hookean material model
with Young′s modulus of 3000 Pa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.49 and density of
1000 kg/m3 are chosen to capture the behaviour of soft tissues as
nearly incompressible continuum. The cylinder is discretised with 1252
nodes and 23956 integration points are created from 5989 tetrahedral
background integration cells with four integration points per tetrahe-
dron. The Modified Moving Least Squares (MMLS) with quadratic
basis and quartic spline weight function is used to approximate the
unknown field functions [28,29]. The same weights are used for all the
additional MMLS constraints (μ=10−7). The influence radius of each
node is computed as the average distance between the node and the
other nodes of the surrounding 4-node tetrahedron background
integration cells multiplied with a constant dilatation parameter (D=2).

In case of EBCIEM, the fixed (96 nodes) and displaced (96 nodes)
surfaces are triangulated, as shown in Fig. 7. 2D finite element shape
functions and 3-point Gauss quadrature is used in each triangle to
integrate the externally applied force on the essential boundary ( Fe

t ).
Fig. 8 shows the organisation of the assembled Vt and Pt matrices as
defined by Eq. (12) and (24). Fig. 6.b shows the deformed configuration
of the test cylinder and Fig. 9 shows the differences in the computed
deformation field for the entire domain between EBCIEM and correc-
tion method.

In case of SEBCIEM, we evaluate the externally applied force on
essential boundary Fe

t using Eq. (28). No surface triangulation is
necessary in this case. Figs. 10 and 11 show the differences of the
computed deformation field for the entire domain between SEBCIEM
and correction method and between EBCIEM and SEBCIEM respec-
tively. Table 2 shows the average and maximum differences of the
computed final positions of the essential boundary nodes.

Both EBCIEM and SEBCIEM impose the essential boundary
conditions exactly to machine precision, as in the previous 2D case
study. The simplification in describing the forces on the essential
boundary leads to small differences in the computed deformation field
within the problem domain which can be acceptable in many applica-
tions.

Fig. 13. Extension of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D: a) Differences of computed deformation field for the entire domain between SEBCIEM and Correction method; b) Histogram of
differences; c) Average and maximum differences. All dimensions are in millimetres.

Table 3
Extension of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D: comparison of average and maximum
differences of the final positions of the EB nodes obtained using SEBCIEM and correction
method.

EB Nodes Average Difference
(mm)

Maximum Difference
(mm)

Fixed Nodes 0.0886 0.3004
Displaced Nodes 3.0385 5.8417
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4.3. Extension of a Soft Tissue Sample in 3D

The purpose of this example is to demonstrate how SEBCIEM can
be used to impose EBC on a set of boundary nodes that do not form a
surface. In this case, we reconsider the test case presented in Section
4.2; however, we apply extension displacement loading of 0.02 m only
to the edge line of the top surface (z=0.1 m), as shown in Fig. 12.a. The
material model, shape functions and numerical integration scheme are
the same as described in Section 4.2.

Fig. 13 shows the differences of computed deformation field for the
entire domain between SEBCIEM and correction method. The histo-
gram plots show the number of nodes that fall into specific value
ranges. Furthermore, Table 3 shows the average and maximum
differences of the final positions of the EB nodes obtained with the
two methods.

The EBC are imposed exactly by SEBCIEM. The results demon-
strate the effectiveness of SEBCIEM in imposing EBC in applications
where discretization along the essential boundary is difficult to achieve.
They also demonstrate the importance of proper handling of EBC, as
the use of the simple correction method leads to large errors on the
boundary, as shown in Table 3.

4.4. Unconstrained compression of a cube

In this example we simulate the unconstrained compression of a
cube with an edge length of 0.1 m. For the meshless simulations, the
cube is discretised using 260 nodes and 4056 integration points are
created using a tetrahedral background mesh with four integration
points per tetrahedron. MMLS with quartic spline weight function is
used to approximate the unknown field functions [28,29]. A hyper-
elastic Neo-Hookean material model with Young's modulus of 3000 Pa
and Poisson’s ratio of 0.49 is used and a maximum displacement of
0.02 m is applied to the top surface. The meshless discretization of the
problem domain and the boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 14.

We obtain meshless simulation results using both EBCIEM and
SEBCIEM to impose EBC and compare them with the Finite Element

(FE) solution obtained using the ABAQUS static solver and the same
discretization. The chosen deformation mode and material model
result in uniform strains in the cube, and the finite element solution
obtained using ABAQUS should be exact and independent of discreti-
sation. Like any FE approach, ABAQUS imposes the EBC exactly as
prescribed due to the inherent interpolating property of the finite
element shape functions.

Fig. 15 shows the differences between the nodal displacements
obtained using the meshless methods (EBCIEM and SEBCIEM) and
the reference solution obtained using ABAQUS. Table 4 shows the
differences of the nodal displacements obtained using EBCIEM,
SEBCIEM and ABAQUS for the entire domain.

The results demonstrate that the differences between the meshless
(EBCIEM and SEBCIEM) and FE solution are very small for the entire
domain, demonstrating the correctness of our meshless simulations.

5. Conclusions

In this research, we have introduced two new ways of imposing
essential boundary condition in meshless methods based on Element
Free Galerkin principle. We have explained the motivations behind
developing the new methods, called Essential Boundary Conditions
Imposition in Explicit Meshless (EBCIEM) and Simplified Essential
Boundary Conditions Imposition in Explicit Meshless (SEBCIEM), in
the context of explicit time integration. We have derived the mathe-
matical formulation for the two methods.

The new methods consider the imposed essential boundary condi-
tions are the result of externally applied forces distributed over the
essential boundary and we describe two approaches to evaluate the
externally applied force on the essential boundary. In the first
approach, EBCIEM, the values of the distributed force are interpolated
at the essential boundary nodes. A discretization along the essential
boundary is necessary in this case to numerically integrate the
externally applied force on the essential boundary. In the second
approach, SEBCIEM, the distributed force on the essential boundary
are lumped at the essential boundary nodes. The advantage of

Fig. 14. Unconstrained compression of a cube: The discretization (260 nodes, 1014 integration cells) and the boundary conditions.
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SEBCIEM is that it does not require any discretization along the
essential boundary to evaluate the externally applied force. In applica-
tions where discretization along the essential boundary is difficult to
achieve, the simplified version of EBCIEM could be useful. Both
methods obtain displacement corrections which are added to the
displacement field during time stepping to impose the displacements
on the essential boundary.

We established the applicability of the new methods in a meshless
Total Lagrangian framework when using explicit time integration.
However, the methods can be used in the Updated Lagrangian
formulation, if the decreased computational performance is acceptable.
We tested the proposed methods using four applications, including

Fig. 15. Unconstrained Compression of a Cube: Differences of computed deformation field between: a) EBCIEM and ABAQUS; b) SEBCIEM and ABAQUS, and c) EBCIEM and
SEBCIEM. Histogram of differences between: d) EBCIEM and ABAQUS; e) SEBCIEM and ABAQUS; and f) EBCIEM and SEBCIEM.

Table 4
Unconstrained compression of a cube: Comparison of average and maximum differences
of the nodal displacements obtained using EBCIEM, SEBCIEM and ABAQUS.

Methods to
Compare

Average Difference
(m)

Maximum Difference
(m)

EBCIEM and ABAQUS 1.8691×10−5 5.8853×10−5

SEBCIEM and
ABAQUS

4.6187×10−5 1.9240×10−4

EBCIEM and
SEBCIEM

4.2372×10−5 1.8890×10−4
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both 2D and 3D examples. Because of the way they are constructed,
both EBCIEM and SEBCIEM impose exactly the essential boundary
conditions to machine precision.
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